
In both the class garden and at your table, your child can learn 
about fruits and vegetables. This month, give them chances to try 

Swiss chard, carrots, and spinach. 
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Dear Parents: 
Our class is about to embark on a Great Garden Detective Adventure! Over the next couple of months, we will be 

exploring fruits and vegetables through gardening, classroom, and school cafeteria activities. By the end of the 

unit, your child will have used math, science, and English/language arts skills to learn more about where fruits 

and vegetables come from and why they are good for us. 

This week, we tasted some fruits and vegetables that we may grow in our garden. Ask your child to tell you how 

these fruits and vegetables taste: 

r�	 -FBG�MFUUVDFT� r� 4QJOBDI	 r� 3BTQCFSSJFT�PS�CMBDLCFSSJFT 
r� $BSSPUT 
r� 4USBXCFSSJFT 

r� 4XJTT�DIBSE 

r� #FFUFUT 

Here are some ways you can help make our garden adventure a success: 

r�	 4FOE�UXP�MBSHF�5�TIJSUT�PS�TNPDLT�UP�TDIPPM�CZ�_________ to cover your child’s clothes while working in the 

garden and while cooking. 

r� 7PMVOUFFS�UP�IFMQ�VT�QMBOU�BOE�NBJOUBJO�UIF�HBSEFO�	 SFUVSO�UIF�BUUBDIFE�GPSN � 

r� 7PMVOUFFS�UP�IFMQ�JO�UIF�DMBTTSPPN�XJUI�PVS�DPPLJOH�BDUJWJUJFT�	 SFUVSO�UIF�GPSN � 

r� 7PMVOUFFS�UP�IFMQ�VT�QVU�B�DMBTT�DPPLCPPL�UPHFUIFS�	 SFUVSO�UIF�GPSN � 

r� $POUSJCVUF�B�GBWPSJUF�GBNJMZ�SFDJQF�GFBUVSJOH�GSVJUT�PS�WFHFUBCMFT�UP�PVS�DMBTT�DPPLCPPL� 
(more details to follow). 

r�	 $PNF�UP�TDIPPM�PO�@________ when we celebrate our garden harvest with a Sleuths’ Mystery Dinner 

(more details to follow). 

r�	 3FBE�UIF�Garden Detective News when it comes home with your child, and help him or her complete 

the activities. 

r�	 5SZ�TFSWJOH�TPNF�PG�UIF�GSVJUT�BOE�WFHFUBCMFT�XF�BSF�MFBSOJOH�BCPVU�BU�IPNF��'SFRVFOU�JTTVFT�PG�UIF� 
Garden Detective News will share ideas. 

We look forward to sharing our adventures with you in the weeks to come! 

Sincerely, 



 

 

 

Parent Volunteer Form  

Yes, I’d like to help with The Great Garden Detective Adventure. I can: 

__________ Help plant the garden on _______________________________________ 

__________ Help out in the garden occasionally in the next 10 weeks (e.g., watering,  
pulling weeds). My best time is:  ________________________(day/times) 

Help out in class for cooking activities  

Help with the class cookbook 

__________ 

__________ 

The best time to reach me is  ________________________________________________ 


By ________________________(telephone) or ____________________________(email)  


Signed: _________________________________________________________________ 


Print name:  _____________________________________________________________ 


Student: ________________________________________________________________ 


Thank you!�1MFBTF�SFUVSO�UIJT�GPSN�UP _________________________________________ 

by ______________________________________________________________________. 



__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Family Activity 1 

Cook Together This Week 

Try making a recipe with fruits or vegetables with your child this week. 

ѮFO�IFMQ�ZPVS�DIJME�BOTXFS�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�RVFTUJPOT� 

Name of recipe: ____________________________________________________________________________ 


Where did this recipe come from? _____________________________________________________________ 


What fruits and/or vegetables were in the recipe? _________________________________________________ 


What part of the plant did these fruits and/or vegetables come from? 

'SVJU�WFHFUBCMF� 1BSU�PG�1MBOU 

Write 1-2 sentences about how the recipe was prepared and what you thought about it. For example: I chopped 

up green peppers and carrots and added them to the tomato sauce. We put it on the spaghetti and it was delicious.
 




